The Pond
Query Mentorship Package
THE POND
PRICING
client consultation
$50 flat rate

Introduction
As a creative writer, first and foremost, I understand how vulnerable it
makes one feel to prepare a piece of creative work for potential
publication. While it seems daunting, I believe it is important to

query letter review
$20 per page

breathe and congratulate oneself - you completed a novel. When your
fledgling story begins to take its first tentative wingbeats, it is important
to know that you do not have to watch it take flight alone.

plot synopsis review
$25 per page

Securing effective representation depends upon cultivating a genuine
connection for both the author and the agent. With extensive hands-on

sample pages review
$30 per page

experience at a boutique literary agency, guiding authors along the path
of crafting a strong query package that will engage the ideal literary
agent is my priority as your empathetic, supportive querying mentor.

see below for additional
services and prices

I pride myself on cultivating a reputation based on honesty,
intentionality, and encouragement with burgeoning authors especially.
The publishing industry is ever-changing and challenging, but it is my
sincerest wish to help you overcome your reservations and serve as a
champion of your work. As long as you believe in yourself, your story
deserves to be told.

EASE | POLISH | HOPE
THE CORE TENANTS OF THE POND

Additional Services
Author Biography
$15 per page

Market Research
$25 per hour

Agent Pitch List
$10 flat rate + $25 per hour research

Additional Draft Edits
$25 per draft

This package may suit
you if...
First-Time Authors: Does the querying process
seem daunting? Not sure which agents will be
interested in your work? With my extensive
hands-on experience at a boutique literary
agency, I can offer you valuable insight into
what agents seek and how to attract their
attention
Experienced Authors: Published authors seek
new representation for a variety of reasons:
creative differences, returning to the industry,
or changes in one's existing representation. I
am available to help advise on contemporary
market trends and offer a fresh perspective on
what current agents hope to acquire in their
Manuscript Wish Lists

WHAT'S NEXT?

Have I spoken to your soul?
Please reach out to me using the
contact form to discuss your
querying needs.
From there, we will create a custom
query package that will soothe your
anxieties like a tranquil, inviting
pond.
Please visit
msadlerwriting.com/contact

